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John Mariani has called Ming Tsai "the foremost interpreter of East-West cuisine in America today,"

and the appreciative diners at Blue Ginger, Ming's celebrated restaurant in Wellesley,

Massachusetts, and fans of his top-rated Food Network show, East Meets West with Ming Tsai,

agree. Now, in his first cookbook, Ming shares the technique and philosophy behind his exciting

cross-cultural fare.Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â The key, Ming explains, is retaining a healthy respect for the

traditions of each cuisine so that diverse elements can be combined in a harmonious way. His

trademark Foie Gras and Morel Shu Mai, for example, elevates a traditional yet simple Asian

preparation with a luxuriously sophisticated Western ingredient and transforms a humble dish into

truly elegant fare. Prosciutto and Asian Pear Maki is a playful reinterpretation of a Japanese

favorite, while Classic Roast Chicken with Sticky Rice Stuffing gives the holiday staple a savory new

spin. The result is food that's inventive yet not trendy, complex in flavor but surprisingly easy to

prepare.Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â In chapters devoted to Soups; Dim Sum (irresistible starters and bite-sized

party fare); Rice and Noodles; Seafood; Birds; Meat; Sides; Oils, Dips and Seasonings; and

Desserts, Ming proves again and again how delicious the coming together of East and West can be:

Gingered Beef with Leeks and Asparagus, Hoisin-Marinated Chicken with Napa Slaw, Asian

Gazpacho with Cilantro-Jicama Cream, and Wok-Flashed Salt and Pepper Shrimp are all quick and

straightforward preparations that provide big flavors in every bite. And when it's time to pull out all

the stops, a chapter dedicated to Over-the-Top recipes will guide home cooks through an array of

showstopping dishes that dazzle with innovative techniques and presentations. Beverage

suggestions accompany each recipe to complete the dining experience. Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Filled with

Ming's tips for working with unfamiliar ingredients and preparations, Blue Ginger is an outstanding

introduction to the pleasures of East-West cooking.
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My husband and I love Ming Tsai's style of cooking. We were printing recipes off the Food TV site

before this cookbook came out. So you can imagine our disappointment when we tried a few

recipes out of this cookbook and found them riddled with typos, errors in ingredient amounts, and

poor editing. The writer of the cookbook, Boehm (?), seems to have done slapdash work in the

testing department: the translation of a restaurant-level preparation to that of the home cook is poor.

We have had to do a great deal of juggling and rewrites to make the recipes come out right.Ming,

please hire a new collaborator for your next cookbook! Your recipes are too good to be messed up

by poor editing!

Even though I'm a fairly good cook, I've really not had too much luck with making my own Chinese

and other Asian dishes, that is, until I got the Blue Ginger Cookbook. The dishes I've made so far

have been outstanding and fairly easy. The only way you'd have a problem with any of these dishes

is if you don't have access to a good asian market like I do. But since there are many mail order and

online venues to obtain these ingredients, it should be no problem.Ming provides a wonderful

glossary that explains in detail, many of the ingredients and what to substitute for them if you can't

find what you're looking for. Another great thing about this book is that the dishes are not limited to

Chinese, but include many other Asian dishes (with a certain Western influence i.e.East Meets

West).I recommend this book to other cooks like me who love Chinese and other Asian cuisine, but,

also like me, have never been able to figure out the dishes on your own.Bon Appetit!

We bought Ming's book because we like the way he uses Asian ingredients in elegant recipes. So

far, we haven't been disappointed -- it's easy to re-create the flavor and presentation that he is so

good at. You need a little more prep and sous time, but it is well worthwhile. We love his brined pork

loin... the brine is a quick prep with a lot of wonderful ingredients, best left overnight.... after that, the

pork takes less than an hour to cook, and is the juiciest and most flavorful way we have ever had

this prepared. The same is true of his braised dishes, which we've done for guests to rave reviews

(again, lots of time prepping but once it's "cooking" you can relax!). The nice thing is that he uses



ingredients that are familiar to us -- meat and potatoes are one of his favorite combinations! -- but

his preparations of them are new, different, tasty, and elegant.

I was getting tired of my same old style of cooking and this book really helped me to shake things

up. I have historically avoided Asian cuisine, deeming it too hard and complex, but the recipes in

this book are so visually appealing and exciting that I was compelled to plunge right in. The dishes

I've tried so far have been fantastic. They are also easily adaptable to shortcuts if you don't want to

take the time or energy to execute the entire recipe.

I purchased this cookbook last year. I am a huge fan of preparing asian cuisines and many

european as well, enjoying the creative outlet it provides me, so this book appealed to my exploritive

cooking nature.It is, I have found, easy to follow and very unique in its combinations. I have had only

one bad turn out on a recipe, which I will blame on too much "help" from my dinner guests.Word to

the wise, this is not some mainstay anchor for your basic cookbook collection. this book was meant

for people who, like me, enjoy cooking for the creation, because this book is exactly what it purports

to be, east meets west cuisine.some of the over the top recipes this book has that I have loved are:

the Thai hot and sour soap /w shrimp toast, smoked salmon and jicama maki sushi, the ahi tuna

parfait with two caviars, savory braised oxtail, and crispy scallops with carrot-star anise syrup. the

desserts are fantastic too.to some of the naysayers, yes some of the ingredients are not something

that you may use regularly, but if you cook, you can find uses for the leftovers. and I live in the

middle of north dakota, if I can find the called for ingredients, anyone can.I hope that this book

brings as much joy to your cooking as it has to mine.

I am a collector of cookbooks, both for reading and culinary pleasure, and found this one to be

fabulous on both counts. I have tried several of the recipes (Tsai's mother's potstickers are to die

for!) and have found them generally user friendly. I found the glossary of ingredients informative and

educational and would highly recommend the book to anyone broadening their cooking horizons.

easy to follow recipes, great results. The food is really different; I had a dinner party for a few friends

and it was easier than usual and my guests raved about the food.

I bought this book without being very familiar with Ming's cooking OR his show. I had read a few

reviews of his restaurant and how great it was, and thought that I could find out what the hoopla was



about by reading the cookbook. I have to agree with the other reviewers that this IS a good book,

with interesting recipes that are very creative and enticing. In addition, its a REALLY well illustrated

and laid out book; the graphics and fonts are crisp, with numerous pictures of tempting entrees.

However, I found the recipes to be hard to approach. Perhaps this is due to my ignorance of his

style and his TV show. Even so, I only found a few recipes that I would personally spend the time to

make. They were somewhat complicated, with many ingredients I would have to specifically buy for

that one recipe (i.e. I probably wouldn't use them in other recipes.) I still recommend this book, but

with the proverbial grain of salt. If you can, check out this list of recipes first, and decide if you'll

ACTUALLY make any of them. Otherwise it will just wind up being an (albeit nicely done)

coffee-table book.
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